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Large-extended 2D supramolecular network of dipoles with parallel arrangement on 
a Si(111)-B surface  

Irma Custovic, a Damien Teyssieux, a Judicaël Jeannoutot, a Simon Lamare, a Frank Palmino, a Hamed Abbasian, b Alain Rochefort 

*b and Frédéric Chérioux *a  

We have investigated the self-assembly of a strong dipolar molecule (LDipCC) on the semiconducting Si(111)-B surface with scanning tunneling microscopy 
(STM), density functional theory (DFT) calculations and STM simulations. Although the formation of an extended two-dimensional network was clearly revealed 
by STM under ultra-high vacuum, the assignment of a specific STM signature to the different terminal groups from the LDipCC molecular unit required a 
complete analysis by numerical simulations. The overall observed assembly is explained in terms of STM contrasts associated to the molecular structure of 
LDipCC and to the molecule-surface interactions. To distinguish the relative arrangement of the dipolar molecules within the assembly, a rational combination 
of experimental results and electronic structure calculations allow us to identify a single adsorbed LDipCC phase in which the molecular dipoles are 
homogenously arranged into a parallel fashion on the Si(111)-B surface.  

Introduction 
The interest for monolayered or ultra-thin ferroelectric materials containing highly dipolar molecules has significantly grown over 
the last two decades, this was highly motivated by the vigorous and recurrent needs for miniaturized devices.1,2,3,4 Such materials 
show very appealing properties that could be exploited in a broad range of applications such as random access memories, 
capacitors, sensors, and microactuators.5,6,7,8 In this context, monolayered supramolecular networks based on the adsorption of 
tailored dipolar molecules on surfaces are of increasing interests due to their abilities of being perfectly organized over a 
substantially large spatial domain.9,10,11,12,13,14 The successful development of extended supramolecular networks with dipolar 
molecules as building block on surfaces has been reported at very few occasions in the literature. Indeed, on metallic surfaces, the 
adsorption of dipolar molecules scarcely leads to the formation of large supramolecular networks but prevalently forms small 
molecular islands and multiple-domains where the orientation of the molecular units strongly depends on the magnitude and 
nature of the metal-molecule interactions.15,16,17,18,19 The self-assembly of dipolar molecules on metal surfaces is mostly dictated 
by the overall molecule-molecule interactions that limits the role of dipole-dipole interaction in the self-assembly process and 
seriously restrains the creation of a periodic network20. Nevertheless, few 2D extended networks have been  successfully achieved 
on coinage metals by using a collaborative dipole-dipole interaction and intermolecular interaction.21,22 The role of dipolar 
interactions in a ferroelectric assembly has been elegantly demonstrated on Au(111) with the use of a heteroleptic double-decker 
molecule, in which one molecular moiety acts as the self-assembly agent on the surface while the upper moiety has a mobile dipole 
functionality that can easily rotate through a central metal-atom that unifies the molecule.23 In this case, the dipolar moieties are 
highly aligned into a ferroelectric fashion, and where the dipole orientation can be tuned under an electric field provided through 
a STM tip.  
For semiconductor surfaces, role of the surface-molecule interaction is very important. For instance, in the case of the Si(001) 
surface, the deposition of dipolar molecules induces a reorganization of the surface charges in a fashion that promotes the 
formation of one-dimensional (1D) self-assemblies with periodic alignment of dipolar molecules over up to ten nanometers.24 This 
1D arrangement is promoted by the template effect of the Si(001) due to its electronic structure. Therefore, the formation of 
extended two-dimensional (2D) ordered networks that exploit molecular dipole-like features requires the development of a more 
disruptive strategy where the magnitude of the dipole-dipole interactions should ideally become more significant than the 
molecule-surface contribution.  
In this paper, we investigate the growth of 2D extended supramolecular network with periodic arrangement of a dipolar molecule 
on a Si(111)-B surface. Our underlying objective is based on a tailored molecule that contains moieties leading to a self-assembly 
on the surface into a 2D network, and where the terminal groups that give a strong molecular dipole moment (µD = 7.0 D) moment 
can be aligned in one direction (parallel, PA) or in opposite direction (anti-parallel, AP). We report the formation of ordered and 
extended 2D supramolecular network of 1-(4”-cyanobiphenyl)-4-(4”-methoxybiphenyl)-2,5-bis(propyloxy)benzene (LDipCC) 
molecule on a Si(111)-B surface. Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM), Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations, which is a 
powerful tool to elucidate molecular adsorption on surfaces,25,26,27 and STM simulations were used to demonstrate that the LDipCC 
molecule is self-assembled into a highly homogeneous parallel arrangement on the Si(111)-B surface. In addition, Si(111)-B is a 
weakly reactive surface, anti-parallel arrangement has been mostly observed on Cu(111), but not on less reactive surfaces such as 
Au(111) and HOPG. 15,16,17,18,19 
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A. Molecular engineering 

We have synthesized a 1-(4''-cyanobiphenyl)-4-(4’’-methoxy biphenyl)-2,5-bis(propyloxy)benzene (LDipCC) molecule as model of 
a strong dipolar molecule (See Figure 1a and ESI for synthetic procedure). This molecule contains a methoxy group (electron donor) 
and a cyano group (electron acceptor) distanced by 2.7 nm corresponding to the length of the five phenyl rings (see Figure 1a). In 
order to increase the solubility of LDipCC, we have added two short lateral propyloxy chains linked to the more central aromatic 
ring. These alkyl chains are long enough to improve the solubility of the molecule during the synthetic procedure. However, the 
alkyl chains are sufficiently short to limit the potential lateral van der Waals interactions between the molecular units among the 
assembly on the surface after deposition by sublimation.  
 

B. Deposition and self-assembly of LDipCC on a Si(111)-B surface 

 

The Si(111)-B has been deliberately chosen as a semiconducting surface archetype but where the saturation of the dangling bonds 
of silicon adatoms by underneath Boron (B) atoms is well-known to make them less reactive and offers a unique platform for the 
engineering of molecular patterns on this type of surfaces.6,28,29,30 
Figure 1b shows an experimental STM image of a 0.9 monolayer coverage of LDipCC deposited onto the Si(111)-B surface at room 
temperature under UHV conditions and measured at 110 K. As revealed in this image recorded at positive bias, no isolated 
molecule was observed but only large extended 2D islands of LDipCC (see ESI, Figure S5). The 2D networks are based on large 
domains, each one is constituted by the periodic arrangement of several bright protrusions. The basic unit cell is a parallelogram 
structure (vectors: 𝒖""⃗  and 𝒗""⃗  with |𝒖""⃗  | = 1.80 nm and |𝒗""⃗  | = 3.03 nm) made from an eight bright spots pattern (see Figure 1b). 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Representation of the LDipCC molecule. Nitrogen atom: blue, Oxygen atoms: red, Carbon atoms: yellow and Hydrogen atoms: grey. (b) Large-scale STM 
image of a 0.9 monolayer of LDipCC on Si(111)-B surface with submolecular resolution on each molecule (25x25 nm2, VS = +2.3 V, It = 10 pA, T = 110 K) and a zoom of 
step edge island as an inset. U and V are the vectors describing the unit cell of the supramolecular network, while a and b are the lattice vectors of the Si(111)-B surface. 
(c) High-resolution STM image of empty states (7x7 nm2, VS = +2.3 V, It = 10 pA, T = 110 K) of LDipCC/Si(111)-B near a step edge. Two different features are observed. 
The dashed-white ellipse surrounds a central bright protrusion (black circle) and three darker protrusions (black stars). The white ellipse surrounds four protrusions 
(black stars). (d) STM image of filled states (7x7 nm2, VS = -1.4 V, It = 10 pA, T = 110 K) of LDipCC/Si(111)-B. At this negative bias, each LDipCC molecule appears in a 
dissymmetric fashion:  an elongated bright protrusion and three or four darker spots (black stars). The two bright elongated protrusions (large white circle) represent 
a side-by-side pair of LDipCC molecules. 

 

High-resolution STM images in Figure 1c-d show regular domains of the LDipCC/Si(111)-B nearby a step edge of the molecular 
network.  
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The repetitive unit pattern in STM images contains the two different features of similar length (2.7 nm) compatible with the length 
of the molecule that are highlighted with ellipses in Figure 1c-d. Figure 1c shows the empty state. In this case, the full ellipse is 
made of four protrusions (identified by a star) separated by a more or less dark zone indicated by the dashed arrow. The 
neighbouring dashed ellipse also contains four separated protrusions but the brightest protrusion (black circle indicated by the 
white arrow) is at the center of the ellipse. For the two identified units, each protrusion is separated by a distance of 0.5 nm. By 
probing the filled states through a negative bias, the relative brightness of the different protrusion significantly changes. The two 
different features described for Figure 1c appear now clearly dissymmetric along the molecule for negative bias (see Figure 1d) 
and the brightest protrusion of two adjacent features are now side-by-side (white circle in Fig 1d).  
 
 
 
 
C. Discussion 

A more detailed analysis of STM images at the submolecular level can now be performed and are detailed in Figure S6. Common 
features at positive and negative bias are directly related to the adsorption sites of the LDipCC molecule. LDipCC molecule appears 
mostly as four-protrusions in STM images at positive and negative bias voltage. For the molecules identified by a dashed-ellipse in 
Figure 1c and 1d, the more central aromatic ring (with two lateral propyloxy chains) sits over a silicon adatom (black circle) 
indicated by the white arrow in Figure 1c and Figure S6. For molecules within the lined-ellipses, the more central aromatic ring sits 
between silicon adatoms (dashed-arrow in Figure 1c). We have identified two LDipCC molecules per unit cell, that occupy an area 
of 4.9 nm2. Therefore, the molecular density is 1.2 molecules per nm2. In each domain, by using a matrix notation, this structure is 
described relatively to the lattice vectors 𝒂""⃗  and 𝒃""⃗  of the Si(111)–B surface as follows: 

!𝟐 𝟏
𝟒 −𝟏& 

In each domain, the supramolecular network is commensurable with the Si(111)–B surface and the epitaxy is of the type point-on-
point, supporting that molecule-surface interaction is stronger than molecule-molecule interaction.31 
 
From the crystallographic analysis of the LDipCC arrangement on Si(111)-B based on STM images, we propose the two models of 
adsorbed LDipCC presented in Figure 2. The geometry of the individual LDipCC molecule corresponds to the optimized gas phase 
structure obtained by DFT (see ESI, Figure S7). We considered one alignment of the LDipCC molecular axis on the Si(111)-B surface 
where the terminal groups (OCH3, CN) are pointing toward similar (parallel or PA arrangement) or opposite direction (anti-parallel 
or AP arrangement). 
 
From our STM observations and measurements, we can safely assign two types of features observed in Figure 1c-d to individual 
LDipCC molecule. Despite several attempts to identify an experimental STM signature for the terminal moities (by changing bias 
voltage, polarity, current, etc.), no specific signals allow us to clearly distinguish between the two molecular extremities (cyano 
versus methoxy groups). Nevertheless, the STM image of filled states (see Figure 1d) clearly shows that the STM contrasts localized 
on the terminal groups are reminiscent of a head-to-head configuration. No such clear feature was observed for empty states at 
positive bias beyond a well-organized distribution of STM contrasts among LDipCC units. Therefore, a more detailed study of the 
electronic structure of LDipCC was investigated with DFT and STM simulations in order to reveal the chemical nature and 
composition of frontier orbitals of adsorbed species. 
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Figure 2. Proposed models for parallel PA (left panel) and anti-parallel AP (right panel) 
arrangement of LDipCC/Si(111)-B. a and b are the vectors describing the surface lattice of Si(111)-B surface. 

A simple approach often used to better understand STM contrast is to perform DFT calculations on isolated molecular systems. 
Hence, we first determined the electronic structure of a single LDipCC molecule but also of a few small LDipCC islands assembled 
into PA and AP arrangements as in Figure 2. Figure 3 compares the nature of frontier orbitals (HOMO, LUMO) of a single gas phase 
LDipCC molecule. HOMO is mostly localized in the vicinity of the methoxy branch, whereas LUMO is centred among the cyano 
fragment. The small assembled PA and AP models, although not optimized, show highly discernible patterns similar to HOMO and 
LUMO (see ESI, Figure S8). HOMO/LUMO states are grouped in pairs in the AP conformation while they are well separated in space 
from a molecule to another in the PA arrangement. A priori, such wavefunction localization should constitute reliable signatures 
to discriminate both the molecular arrangement and the chemical nature of terminal groups. This result supports that the 
asymmetrical contrasts observed in Figure 1d would be related to the AP model where the closest LDipCC pairs present similar 
head-to-head terminal groups. 
Figure 3. Wavefunction contours of HOMO and LUMO for the LDipCC molecule. (isosurface = 0.02 Å3). Energies are given with respect to mid-gap DFT energy defined to 0 eV. 
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Those simple DFT calculations, in addition to the STM measurements, suggest that LDipCC molecules on the Si(111)-B surface could 
be well-organized into an anti-parallel fashion. While the paired contrasts observed for filled states could be associated to HOMO 
states in the AP phase, the STM contrasts observed experimentally for empty states do not show a distinct contrast inversion as 
calculated by DFT. Two factors could contribute to attenuate the anticipated STM contrasts. First, the presence of underneath 
silicon adatoms can significantly contribute to the STM contrasts,8 and more especially at positive bias.32 Second, since the energy 
barriers for the rotation of the different rings within a LDipCC molecule are only about a few kcal/mol, then the orientation of 
those rings with respect to the STM tip may have a significant influence on the resulting contrasts.33 

In order to overcome these two limiting factors, we perform additional DFT calculations on PA and AP arrangements by including 
the effect of the Si-B substrate. Models from the unit cells shown in Figure S9 were used to determine the optimized geometry of 
the PA and AP arrangements on the Si(111)-B surface (see ESI for more details and Figure S9).  
As expected, the relaxation of LDipCC molecules in the PA and AP arrangement on Si(111)-B mostly induced the rings rotation 
including a slight torsion of the most central ring to minimize the intermolecular interactions among the neighbouring rings and 
lateral chains. Despite we are fully aware that geometry optimization of such complex systems with high degree of freedom cannot 
systematically lead to a global energy minimum, our DFT results indicate that the PA arrangement is more stable than the AP by -
0.15 eV/unit (-0.08 eV/molecule). This value can be broken into -0.85 eV/unit for the molecule-surface interactions, and +0.70 
eV/unit for the molecule-molecule interactions. Surprisingly, this last result predicts that free standing AP arrangement (but fixed 
at its optimized geometry on Si(111)-B) is more stable than PA. This energy difference reflects a complex balance of contribution 
from at least  van der Waals, dipole-dipole and network energy that would necessitate a more extended study to identify the 
different contributions. Hence, our calculations clearly indicate that self-assembly of LDipCC on Si(111)-B is driven by molecule-
surface interactions. Second, although we cannot accurately identify the magnitude of each intermolecular contributions at this 
stage, we note that the energy difference between the free-standing AP and PA phases agrees with a minimization of dipolar 
interactions in AP. We also understand that the energy balance between molecule-surface and molecule-molecule is relatively 
small, STM simulations on AP and PA arrangements should provide additional information. 
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Finally, STM simulations on large-scale models of AP and PA arrangement containing 15 LDipCC molecules and the Si(111)-B 
substrate (see ESI for more details) are reported at Figure 4. For the sake of clarity, the optimized LDipCC assemblies without the 
Si-B substrate are overlaid to the simulated images in the main panels, and the different insets give the calculated and experimental 
STM images. The STM images of occupied states (left panels) were calculated for a bias of -1.0 V, while the STM image of empty 
states (right panels) were evaluated at a bias of +2.5 V. The bias used in the STM simulations are defined with respect to Fermi 
level of the LDipCC/Si(111)-B system that is nearby the HOMO shown at Figure 3 and located among the calculated LDipCC band 
gap. The difference in bias voltage used in the STM simulations (3.5 V) is in the same range than the experimental conditions used 
(3.7 V).   
 
Figure 4. STM simulations on large-scale models of LDipCC assembled into (a) anti-parallel and (b) parallel arrangements. The STM models were built from the optimized 
unit cell obtained from DFT. The models consist of a substrate made of a 3x3 Si(111)-B unit cell as in Figure 2, and an adsorbed assembly containing 15 LDipCC molecules.  
Simulated STM images where calculated for a constant height, and include the states contained between the Fermi level (EF = 0 V) and +2.5 V for empty states (right 
panels) and -1.0 V for filled states (left panels). The same current scale was used for positive and negative bias. The corresponding experimental images (exp) are shown 
for comparison. 

A rapid comparison between calculated STM images at negative and positive bias for both AP an PA does not clearly reveal the 
contrast inversion we have previously identified from the nature of HOMO and LUMO of isolated LDipCC. The most striking feature 
of experimental STM images for filled states (V < 0) (Figure 1d) is the head-to-head pairs of contrasts that is somehow reproduced 
in the simulated image of the PA model (Figure 4(b), left panel). From a general perspective, the STM contrasts appear well-
distributed along a single molecular unit, and the resulting STM images look more continuous for the PA arrangement than for AP. 
Otherwise, a comparison of experimental and simulated STM images based on the relative spot positions gives a better agreement 
with the PA than the  AP arrangement. As mentioned above, the relative rotation of rings within a single LDipCC unit may have a 
significant influence on the resulting STM intensities. 
  
Hence, experimental and theoretical results agree to confirm the formation of an extended network based on a highly dipolar 
LDipCC molecule where the units are aligned in parallel fashion. In principle, such parallel arrangement should not minimize the 
lateral dipole-dipole interactions, our DFT calculations in fact predict that the free-standing AP is more stable than the PA phase. 
In fact, both -CN and -OCH3 groups are electron rich groups (see Figure S7, ESI) that provide local dipole pointing in opposed 
direction, but where the net dipole moment of the entire molecule is directed toward the -OCH3 group. More importantly, the 
molecule-surface interactions in the PA arrangement are stronger than the molecule-molecule interactions in the AP or PA phase. 
Eventually, LDipCC molecules are self-assembled over significantly large 2D-domains, which are commensurable with the Si(111)-
B surface thanks to the strong molecule-surface interactions and that essentially contain highly homogeneous parallel molecular 
arrangement, due to contribution of weaker molecule-molecule interaction. 

Conclusions 
In this article, we have demonstrated the formation of a 2D network based on dipolar molecules into a parallel arrangement on 
the Si(111)-B surface. In contrast to previous works, we observed significantly large arrays of LDipCC molecules where the 
individual dipoles form a homogenous parallel phase. The lateral dipole-dipole interactions could be reduced through the internal 
LDipCC charge distribution, even if the molecule-surface is the stronger than molecule-molecule interactions, as emphasized by 
the commensurability of the 2D supramolecular network with the Si(111)-B surface. Such results open a promising pathway to the 
development of nanodevices based on the self-assembly of dipolar molecules with atomically-precise organization for the 
development of devices based on future monolayered ferroelectric material. 
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